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Accidents Flu shots arrive while others worry about smallpox
Philosophy junior
Annelisa Rhueben
receives her flu
shot M onday
afternoon in the
Cal Poly Health
Center. The shots
cost $7 and were
available to stu
dents last week.
Because of a
delay in shipping
the shot from
Cincinnati, the
shot wasn't avail
able for a few
weeks.

Holiday traffic, speeJinj»
leads to several accidents
on Cuesta Grade
By Stephen Curran
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Speed iind slippery ro;iJ conditions
were contrihutint' titetors in 11 ;iccidents on Sund;iv on Cuesta Grade,
said C'alitomia Highway Patn>l acci
dent review officer Glenn IvniKht.
Forty-four vehicles were involved
in minor accidents, hut no major
in)uries were reported. While not
major, most of the accidents resulted
from drivers followint; other cars ttH>
closely. This, coupled with hi^'h
speeds me.int that many drivers could
not slow down and struck cars in
front of them, Kniyht s,iid.
“They (the drivers) think they can
drive 65 mph with halt an inch of
water on the road,” he said. “That’s
why they don’t run N.ASk'AR in the
*«
ram.
Last year, there were a total of four
accidents
the
Sunday
after
Thanksj»iviny. Saturday’s heavy rain
was a major factor this year.
“We really j;ot hammered on
Saturdav because of rain,” Knijiht
.said.
The CUP reported a total of 14
accidents in the area on Sunday.
Cuesta Grade construction did not

see ACCIDENTS, page 2
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Flu shots have arrived at
Health O u te r
By Jacob Jackson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Stuilents can tunv buy peace of
mind at the Health C^enter, in the
form of a flu vaccine.
Ordered in April, the loni;awaited vaccitte armed last week
and is available to ('al Poly stu
dents for $7.
The vaccine guards aj;ainst
multiple types of flu, in addition
to masking flu symptoms K>r those
already affected, acctTrdinL; to Bob
NeKtanti, the projects oxirdinattir
of C'ounselinji Services at Cal
Poly.
IVspite the advance order of
the vaccine, many flu-tidden stu
dents have been unable to j^et a
shot in recent weeks, due to a

Taliban reporte(Jly
agrees to surrender
key border area
By Alissa J. Rubin and Tyler Marshall
LOS ANGELES TIMES

CHAM AN ,

Pakistan —

The Taliban

appeared to be on the verge of surrendering a
key area along Afghanistan’s southern border
with Pakistan on Monday as hundreds of U.S.
Marines took up positions near Kandahar, the
Islamic movement’s only remaining stronghold.
A spokesman for an anti-Taliban tribal leader announced late
Monday that Taliban forces in Spin Buldak, an Afghan border town,
had agreed to hand over power in the surrounding area to a leader of
the NoiTrzai, one of the largest tribes in southern Afghanistan.
Abdul Khaliq, the tribal leader and an official in Afghanistan’s gov
ernment before the Taliban t(xik power, reached a tentative agreement
with Taliban officials Monday for the surrender of the border town, said
spokesman Zulmai Khan. A final decision on when the hand-over
would occur and where Taliban forces would go was still being negoti-

delay in shipping from ('incm nati.
“Lots of students have been
cominj’ in and making’ inquiries
aKuit j’ettinj’ a flu shot,” Ne^ranti
said. “But until now, it just wasn’t
available.”
Nejiranti said that many
healthcare companies have K'en
inundated with requests for flu
vaccines this year, and health cen
ters like Cal Poly’s are unable to
meet the demand h>r flu shots.
“It’s much worse at other
places," Nej»ranti said. “Some
ItKal clinics have already com
pletely run out, and K’cau.se of the
demand nationwide, new ship
ments have been slow to arrive.”
But Nejjranti said he dix'sn’t

see FLU, page 2

Smallpox more of a threat to
Americans than anthrax, officials say
By Emily Schwartz
M U ST AN G DAILY STAFF WRITER

W hile anthrax cases co n tin 
ue to threaten Am ericans,
health care officials said that
the United States is not pre
pared for a smallpox outbreak
which wouUi present an even
jjreater health risk.
“Smallpox I S highly contaKious, makinj> it more o f a
threat than an th rax,” said
V icki W arnock, director of
infection control at French
Hospital.
Besides the fact that small
pox is more contaj;ious than
anthrax, other differences also
make smallpox more threaten-

inn. W hile anthrax is a bacteri
um th.it can be cured with
antibiotics, sm.illpox is a virus.
Althouj>h a vaccine can pre
vent someone from j’ettinj' the
virus, it IS not as useful once an
individual is already infected
with the virus. It can lesson the
harmful effects of smallpox, but
IS not a cure for it.
.^Ithoujih there h.iven’t been
any outbreaks of the deadly
virus since 1977, the United
States is preparing for the pos
sibility that smallpox could be
the next bioterrorist weapon,
Warnock said.
“1 think that the U nited

see SMALLPOX, page 2

Local students unconcerned
about mail, college applications
By Stephen Curran
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

As high school seniors on the East
Coast fret and worry about their col
lege applications getting to their des
tinations on time, students in
California are not concerned, said
local guidance counselors.
For students in this state, the
anthrax scare is not as relevant, they
said. The few local students that
apply to schtxils on the East Coast are
unconcerned,
“Most students have just started
(.sending out applications),’’ said
Elena Smith, a guidance counselot at
Morro Bay High Schixil. “We haven’t
heard anything aKiut things being
different."
Accotding to Smith, the number
of students planning on going to

tend to stay in California. At Morro
“I think we’re so far removed,”
Bay High Schcxil, three students are Smith said, adding that San Luis
applying to Ivy League schixils. Smith Obispo County’s geographical isola
tion makes many students uncon
said.
At San Luis Obisp<T High Sch(X)l, cerned with events on the other side
the numbers are also similar to previ of the country.
She has not encouraged students
ous years, according to guidance
to take any additional precautions.
counselor Jim Vaker.
“We don’t have an awful lot (of As in past years, she has stre.ssed the
students applying on the Ea.st importance of .sending application
G iast),” Vaker said. “Most students materials through certified mail and
saving copies of all relevant material.
tend to stay in California.”
“That way they’ve got stuff on
It’s also toil early to speculate on
hand," she said.
where students will finally end up,
In the California State University
Vaker said.
system, mail worries are miw irrele
Furthermore,
students
in
vant, said Walter Harris, a.ss<Kiatc
California arc not as concerned about
director tif admissions at Cal Poly.
terrori.sm and disease scares, as the
Throughout the past six years. Cal
state has so far been spared any
Poly has offered an online applicatiim
attacks. For this reason. Smith said,
form, which helps to keep application
she has not yet received any phone material better organized
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TALIBAN
continued from page 1
ated and was expected within days,
he said.
T he Taliban made no formal
announcement. A key official of the
movement told reporters at the bor
der that there were no negotiations
and no plans to surrender the town.
Then he drove into Pakistan in what
a friend said was a bid to defect, mak
ing clear that he at least was not will
ing to hold out any longer.
Meanwhile, thousands of Taliban
troops were moving to mountain
redoubts to the east and west of
Kandahar, according to reports from
people who had seen them on the
road. There was widespread specula
tion that they were headed to protev;t
Osama bin Laden and members of his
al-Qaida terrorism network.
Many Taliban fighters appeared to
be holed up in the area around
Marut, a village about 80 miles east
ot Kandahar in the rugged Afghan
mountains near the Pakistani border.
Marut was formerly used as a hide
out by nnHijahedeen warriors who
battled occupying Soviet forces dur
ing the 1980s.
During their first full day in

pus.
“Students often miss a week of
school
with the flu, and that’s not an
continued from page 1
option on the quarter system. So the
expect Cal Poly to run out of the vac students end up coming to school
cine like many clinics in the county sick, and infecting other students in
have. The Health Center ordered 500 the process. A flu vaccine helps to
combat that.”
of the flu shots.
Civil engineering freshman Janna
“We base how much of the vaccine
we’re going to order on the previous McCoy is among the students already
year’s need,” Negranti said. “Five taking advantage of the cheaper flu
hundred is typical of what we’ve had vaccine now offered on campus. She
said she isn’t sick, but came into the
in past years.”
Barbara Schwenoha, the immu Health Center on Monday for a flu
nization coordinator at Public Health shot anyway.
“It seems like everybody in my
in San Luis Obispo, said it also has
suffered from a shortage because thete dorm, Tenaya, has been getting sick
is not enough vaccine to go around. lately,” McCoy said. “1 figured I’d get
She said because of the Anthrax a flu shot before it hit me.”
McCoy has been getting flu shots
scare, more people are worried about
every winter for as long as she can
getting flu shots.
Schwenoha said she was pleased to remember, but ran into trouble when
hear that Cal Poly’s flu vaccine had she tried to get her vaccine here at
Cal Poly.
arrived.
“I’ve been trying to get a flu shot
“It’s a wonderful service at a very
competitive rate,” she said. “People here since October,” she said. “When
should take advantage of it if it’s out I heard they finally had the vaccine, 1
wanted to get one as soon as 1 could.
there.”
Schwenoha described the vicious Nobody wants to be sick during the
cycle of the flu on the Cal Poly cam holidays.”

ACCIDENTS

from year to year, Knight said. In

continued from page 1

Wednesday before Thanksgiving was

2000, the number of accidents the
seven.

This

year,

that

number

play a factor in Sunday’s accidents, increased to eight.
Knight said, since all lanes were open
“It’s a hit or miss thing,” he said,
and no construction was iKCurring. “But 11 (accidents) is quite a bit.”
The CHP, however, recorded only
Alcohol did not play a part in this
one accident on the grade the Sunday
weekend’s accidents, he said, and has
after Thanksgiving last year.
not been a large factor in past years’
“The only real difference (this
year) was that the road was redirect holiday accidents. Knight credits this
ed,” he .said. “But that wouldn’t be a change to increased fines and penal
ties.
factor.”
Throughout November, the num
On Oct. 31, an accident claimed
ber of accidents has not increased sig the lives of two people on south
nificantly, he said. Normally there are
bound Hwy. 101 near Cuesta Grade
between 110 and 140 accidents each
when the brakes on a tractor trailer
month in the county; there have
lost control and rear-ended a Ford
been a total of 128 accidents this
Ranger pickup, forcing the smaller
month.
It is difficult to speculate on aver truck into oncoming traffic where it
ages since numbers fluctuate greatly hit two other vehicles.

Afghanistan, according to U .S. mili
tary officials. Marines from the new
base at an airfield about 65 miles
southwest
of
Kandahar
were
involved in a cla.sh with Taliban
forces. Marines in low-flying AHIW Cobra helicopter gunships spot
ted a column of armored persiinnel
carriers. Two Navy F-14 fighters
attacked the column, leaving several
vehicles in flames.
A spokesman for the U.S. Central
Command in Tampa, Fla., said that
the Taliban convoy, whose exact
location was not disclosed, was not
approaching the Marine base. It was
unclear whether the Marine heli
copters were involved in the firefight
and whether there were casualties.
In Washington, Pentagon officials
said the initial force of about 500
Marines who began landing in
Afghanistan on Sunday will he
joined hy “hundreds, not thousands”
more to tighten the squeeze on
Taliban and al-Qaida leaders by lim
iting their movements from the
Kandahar area.
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rum.sfeld and other Pentagon offi
cials declined to elaborate further on
the Marine;»’ mission, except to say
that they will “establish, hold and
protect” the airfield as a forward
operating base, but not neces.sarily as

the vanguard of a substantially larger
American ground force.
U .S. Special Forces have been
active in and around Kandahar for
weeks, but having Marines on the
ground will mean better “interdic
tion" of traffic around the crossroads
city, especially traffic to Iran in the
west and Pakistan in the east,
Rumsfeld told reporters at a
Pentagon briefing.
On Monday, helicopters and C130 planes continued to airlift
Marines from ships in the Arabian
Sea, including the amphibious
assault ship Peleliu, Pentagon
spokeswoman Victoria Clarke .said.
Additional forces were being
flown in from an unidentified land
base, Clarke said.
The trtxip movement was expect
ed to take at least another day to
complete, and about 1,000 Marines
will be involved, she said. The
Marines are part of the 15th and
26th Marine expeditionary units.
T he 15th is based at Camp
Pendletcm, Calif., and the 26th is
from Camp Lejeune, N.C.
Unconfirmed reports from travel
ers and anti-Taliban soldiers suggest
ed that Marines also were taking up
positions Monday at the main
Kandahar airport, just a few miles
from the city.

were used by bioterrorists.”
But even if an outbreak did
occur, W arnock said that the
continued from page 1
virus could be somewhat co n 
trolled. As long as a medical
States is waking up to the possi
provider could identify the virus,
bilities of chem ical, nuclear and
the infected individuals could be
bioterrorism,” she said. “These are
isolated so that the virus couldn’t
all threats that the government is
spread further.
developing an infrastructure for.
“Fifty years ago, we didn’t know
Right now, the only ptevention is
how it traveled because we
going to be knowledge and toleras
weren’t
ance.
s o p h is tic a te d
All vaccina
th en ,” she said.
“/ think that the United
tions for small“But now we
pox are stored States IS Waking Up to the
know a lot more
at one location possibilities o f chemical,
about the virus
called
the
biotenorism
and
how
it
national stock
spreads from per
pile. As of a • .. Right now, the only
son to person.”
month ago, the prevention is going to be
To
educate
on
knowledge
and tolerance/ students
had 15 million
°
smallpox,
the
doses o f the
Vicki Warnock Cal Poly health
v accin e, said
director of infection control at cen ter
has
Greg Thomas,
French Hospital recently created
public health
a handout that
official for the
provides infor
county of San Luis Obispo. As of
mation about the virus. Martin
right now, the United States is
Bragg, director of health and
not prepared to accommodate an
counseling services, said that the
outbreak of smallpox, and there
intention of the handout was not
would be a severe shortage of vac
to scare students but to put some
cinations. He said the federal gov
of their anxieties about smallpox
ernment is currently working to
to rest.
produce approximately 300 mil
“It isn’t likely that San Luis
lion more doses so that it will be
Obispo would be a target for a
better prepared if an outbreak
smallpox outbreak,” he said. “But
does occur.
it is highly contagious, and we
“1 think the chances of us being
want to prepare ourselves and stu
exposed to smallpox are extrem e
dents for the possibility of an out
ly small," Thomas said. “The only
break to occur.”
reason for concern would be if it
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NationalBriefs
Three teens arrested, two
sought for school bom b threat
BOSTON — After a janitor
found a in)te detailing an alleged
plot to mimic the school shootings
at Columhine High School in
Colorado and
alerted
police
Saturday, three students of New
Bedford
High
School
in
Massachusetts were arrested. The
police are waiting K)r two more sus
pects to turn themselves in. Two of
the arrested teens were arraigned in
juvenile court and the other pleaded
not guilty in adult court to charges
including conspiracy to commit
murder and pt)ssession of ammuni
tion.
The school reopened Monday,
hut only half of the students
returned, many brought their par
ents. They were supposed to receive
coun.seling after their first peritid
classes. None of the accused students
went to class.
Police homh squads scoured the
sch(K)l Sunday, hut did not find any
thing. There had been knowledge of
a threat as stx)n as Oct. 17 when a
student alerted a teacher, who in
turn alerted police.
— W CVB
Death toll lowered for WTC
NEW YORK — Mayor Rudy
Giuliani said that the total of petiple
cttnfirmed as dead or missing and
presumed dead due to the World
Trade Center tragedy has fallen from
the highest estimate of 6,500 to
5,682. IVath certificates have been
issued for 2,283 of tho.se pet>ple,
many of who.se remains have not
been rectivered or identified. There

National & International News
are 1,399 still cla.ssified as missing
while authorities believe that most
of the missing are dead.
The number t)f missing could cttntinue to drop if more people are
accounted for, especially from other
countries. The previous higher esti
mates are likely the result of double
counting from different lists and
from either countries reporting more
people missing than was the actual
case.
— CNN

M issing sailor found by Navy
WASHINGTON — The body of
a missing sailor has been recovered
by the U.S. Navy. He drowned after
he boarded an oil tanker in the
Persian Gulf that sunk Nov. 18.
Petty Officer 3rd Cla.ss Benjamin
johason, 21, was from New York and
was one of eight U.S. servicemen
who hoarded the craft.
Petty Officer 1st class Vincent
Parker, 38, of Preston, Miss., is still
missing and is presumed drowned.
The other men were rescued along
with 10 Iraqi crewmembers on the
tanker. One of the Iraqi men died,
his body was recovered immediately.
The decrepit tanker’s condition
was already in question when the
servicemen boarded. They found
1,700 metric tons of smuggled Iraqi
oil under bags of grain on the ship
before it sank.
— CNN
Bid for Olympics includes envi
ronment-friendly measures
SAN FRA N C ISC O — In an
attempt to gain an advantage over
other cities bidding to host the 2012
Olympics, the Ray Area Sports
Organizing C'ommittee is working

M&tang
D A IL Y ®

with envirtinmental groups. The
group took their cue from Sydney,
Australia, who.se environmental
measures helped them win the hid to
htist the 2000 Olympics. San
Franci.sco is competing against New
York, Flouston, and Washington,
D.C^ to be the U.S. Olympic
Committee’s candidate city.
If San Francisco wins the bid,
events will take place in the
Stanford Stadium, Pacific Bell Park,
the Oakland Coli.seum and the
Compaq Center. The committee has
promised to put carpotil lanes in
ever>' freeway surrounding the hay,
free public transit rides for ticket
holders, organic foods at all conces
sion stands, an extensive recycling
program, and using solar and wind
energy for the Olympic village that
will add energy to the state’s energy
grid. All the lumber u.sed will be
from healthy logging practices and
the committee has said that they
will be able to tiffset 150 percent of
the greenhouse gases generated by
the events and construction by
planting hundreds of thousands to
millions of new trees.
— San Jo.se Mercury News

Boldak, on the Pakistani border, are
still considered no-go zones for truck
drivers.
WFP, a United Nations agency,
and the non-government organiza
tion Islamic Relief, hopes to start
di.stributing aid this week, the first
large-scale
distribution
since
September.
A team <.)f BBC correspondents
entered Spin Boldak a week ago and
found large refugee camps where
thousands of displaced Afghans were
living in appalling conditions.
Over the weekend, the U N ’s
refugee agency warned that many
other parts of Afghanistan were also
still too dangerous for the interna
tional aid effort to be fully effective.
— BEiC News
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ment the power to limit the press
and restrict rights of assembly. The
police and army will also have more
power to deal with the rebels.
The Nepale.se authorities have
also asked the government to
increase security in the Indian state
of West Bengal to prevent rebels
cro.ssing the border to seek shelter.
— BBC' News

Europe
YUGOSLAVIA — The Danube
will be declared safe for navigation
on Thursday for the first time since
1999, when NATO Kimhed the
bridges in the Yugoslav section of
the river.
After a series of delays and com
plex negotiations, the Danube
Commission, which oversees traffic
South Asia
on the river, confirmed that the cen
NEPAL — King Gyanedra of
tral channel was clear of war debris
Nepal has declared a state of emer
and marked for safe navigation.
gency after the worst violence the
It also said that is has reached
country has seen since a Maoist
agreement with the Yugoslav
revolt began six years ago.
authorities on lower fees and
Fighting in the Mount Everest
improved opening times for existing
region of Nepal that started on
pontixrn bridge.
Sunday night have left more than
The logjam on Europe’s longest
100 rebels dead.
waterway hits shipping companies
A RF3C' correspondent in the area
and river ports in all 11 Danube
said Nepal is in serious danger of
countries to the tune of $1 million a
descending into a civil war.
day.
More than 1,850 people have
IntemationalBricis
The Eutopean Union agreed to
been killed during the Maoist rebel
cover
most of the cost of clearing the
lion.
South Asia
AFGHANISTAN — About
The rebels called t>ff their cease river, estimated at $25 million.
— BBC' News
230,000 people in Kandahar are pos fire last week, saying the gi>vernsibly facing starvation because the ment was bliK'king peace talks.
security situation has prevented sup
Hundreds of rebels attacked gov
plies to be delivered for the last two ernment targets near Mount Everest
weeks.
in the Solukhumbu district of Nepal. Briefs compiled from various news
Tlie World FikkI Program sptikesThe exact number of deaths has services by M ustang Daily contribu
tor Anne Guilfordand M ustang Daily
woman Lindsay lYwies said the not been determined.
roads between Kandahar and Spin
The emergency gives the govern- m anaging editor Tori Walsh.

H o u sto n n a m e d d irtie st
city in U.S. b y EPA
By Heather Nicholson

title.
T he
Houston-Galveston
THE DAILY COUGAR
writers to join our
Metropolitan statistical area is com(U -W IRE) H OUSTON — While ptised of eight contiguous counties:
award-winning
the debate continues as to whether Harris, Galveston, Brazoria, Fort
Houston or Los Angeles is the Bend, Waller, Montgomery, Liberty
newspaper!
nation’s “smoggiest city,” a report and Chambers. The EPA monitors
released
this
year
by
the “ozone exceedances” in these eight
EnviriTnmental PriTtection Agency counties daily. An “exceedance”
named Houston the “dirtiest” city in occurs when the number of smog
America in terms of air pollutants.
particles exceeds 125 parts per bil
EVERYONE of ALL AM JORS is w elcom e!
T he EPA, the federal agency lion, the maximum deemed healthy
charged with enforcing the nation’s hy the agency.
environm ental regulations, has
According to the EPA’s report on
estahli.shed a National Ambient Air the Houston area for 2000, the area
Quality Standard for air pidlutants. was in violation of the standards 43
The agency imposes standards on times. Through the end of October
'T raffic5 ch o o l.co m
offort o n -lin e a n d
w o rk b o o k i pollutants and emissions, investi this year (with two months of mon
I traffic school 24/7 Irt the convenience of your own horne. I gates areas found to he in violation itoring left), the area had been in
I A ^
Order On-line at: www.trafncschool.com I of the N A A Q S standards and desig violation 30 times.
I v O - U U W T l Order ToN-Free at: 1-800-691-5014
| nates deadlines for areas to come
T he
EPA
separates
ozone
I Promotion Code: mustartg
cod* onsn* or coa toN-(r**/hpirM i/ia») | into compliance with the standards. exceedances into three categories:
The agency defines smog as “pol 125 to 164 pph is unhealthy for .sen
i S00w hyCat/W y$fuO 0nt,
_
Court Approved Throughout CotSornta |
lution made up of a combination of sitive groups (children, senior citi
primary
components:
carbon zens); 165 to 204 pph is unhealthy
,
Driving Down Your Costs of Driving.
monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen for the general population and 205
dioxide, ozone, lead, volatile organ to 404 is very unhealthy.
ic compounds and particulate mat
The leading factor driving the
Act N o w !!
ter.”
Houston-Galveston
area’s pollution
A Meaningful Vote ( Dec. 7 deadline)
Ozone is a reactive form of oxy problem is the petrochemical indus
gen. W hen found in the tropos try. The cities of Pa.sadcna, La Porte,
phere, or at ground level, it can Deer Park, Channciview and
have adverse effects on humans, Baytown, Texas, are htTme to 36
animals and vegetation. The num- petrochemical plants and oil
her of days that a metropolitan area refineries.
P aper ballots and b o xe s at UU, The Avenue, and K enn ed y Library
experiences excessive amounts of
In 1999, a letter to the EPA from
Y o u can a lso nom inate via email:
ground-level ozone is the usual the community group Galvestonhttp://www.calpoly.edu/whats.new.MnWtww»
benchmark for the “dirtiest city" Houston Association for Smog
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Prevention said, “Any winds coming
from the east blow toxic chemical
pollutants
towards
downtown
(Houston) and many neighhorht>ods
where people work and live.”
Through the end of October, the
southeast Harris County area
claimed the highest number of days
of pollution exceedance for any
county in the nation with 14.
A survey of the petroleum and
petriKhemical industries in Texas
conducted hy scientists at Rice
University reported that of the 39
refineries along the Texas coast, 12
are located around Galveston Bay.
O f the 74 gas processing plants, 22
are on the hay.
Between 1996 and 1999, the
American Lung Association in its
“State of the Air” reports, gave the
Houston-Galveston area a rating of
F in comparison to other regions in
the United States.
The people who are most likely to
he affected adversely are those who
work in the petrochemical industry.
James Chadwick, a lifelong Deer
Park, Texas, resident, has been an
empliTyee of a Luhrizol Corporation
petrochemical plant for 30 years.
“C'hemicals aren’t the best thing
to work annind, hut these plants are
the only jobs available (in Deer
Park) and I can’t afford to he picky,
even if there are health concerns,”
he said.
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Retailers, to y
m akers re-exam ine
m arketin g
By Jessica Aldon
THE TOWERLIGHT

(U-W IRE) TOW SON , M J. —
Since the events of Sept. 11, parents
have been faced with the difficult task
of explaining’ terrorism to their chil
dren. As the holiday season quickly
approaches, even the toy industry’ has
K'en forced to reconsider the priKlucts
IxMiTK designed for kids.
Many toy and department stores
have evaluated their products to decide
if items are still fit to sell to the public.
Wlrile most retailers have not pulled
merchandise from the shelves, some

that the parents wouldn’t worry that
their kids were heinfi influenced hy
them.
“1 think they do it for the parents and
so kids don’t ask questions aKiut the
toys,” Schurt: said.
Some parents and students feel that
children aren’t old enough to under
stand the link between violent toys and
the recent traj»edies.
“1 don’t think Kevin is old enough to
put it together,” Diet: said, “but as a par
ent 1 would make the connection if the
toy was violent.”
In addition to evaluating toys, junior
health major Jen Bemadiikowski said

“We reviewed all the toys on our shelves, including Halloween toys, and decided our products are fin e.
Target is a family ^oriented store and wouldn't put offem
sive things on the shelves anyway."
Amy Sanns
head of media relations for Target Stores
that numerous movies played on broad
have deemed certain products inappro
cast and cable television have had ques
priate.
tionable content removed.
Amy Sanas, head of media relations
“I’ve noticcsJ movie's tin regular TV
for Target Stores, slid Target did not
tixik out words that referred to terror
have to pull any toys from its shelves,
ism,” she said.
but the company did take time to
Bemadzikowski added that it proba
re\’iew what was on the sales flixir.
bly wouldn’t make a difference if certain
“We reviewed all the tt>ys on our
shelves, inclikiing Halloween toys, and ttiys were ntit taken off the shelves.
“I don’t think it would make a differ
decided our pnxlucts are fine,” Sanns
ence
because kids already have the
said. “Target is a family-orientc\l store
toys,”
.she
said.
and wiHildn’t put ofifeasive things on
(ximpanies such as Fisher Price have
the shelves anyway.”
come
out with new toys that represent
Lisa edass, manager of KayBee Toys
in Harford Mall, said KayBee went hercxis from Sept. 11. Fishet Price creatthrough a similar pnx:ess, and, while esJ a toy callcxl “Rescue Wtirkers” featur
most of the toys remained on the ing firefighters and police officers.
Susan Neumeister, a kindergarten
shelves, the store did pull the videx)
teacher
at Essex Elementary Schixil,
game “Air Force l\*lta” for PlayStation
said she thinks the concept is a great
2.
“It was pulled for offensive material,” one for kids.
“I think it’s interesting that they have
Class said.
come
out with this toy now, and that
Margie I^etz, a lab technician at
Franklin Square Hospital, said, if her 9- real firefighters and police officers pro
ycar-old ,st>n Kevin wanted to get iXMne- moted it,” she said.
Another concern for those in the
thing that promoted violence, she
would think twice before buying it for retail industry has bc*en the ecoTKMny.
Malls and toy stores are slow in sales at
him.
“If he w"anted something violent I the moment, hut managers expect busi
wtxildn’t buy it for him because 1 wixild- ness to pick up as the holiday seasext
n’t want to be reminded of Sept. 11,” gets closer.
F)iet: said.
Btit Class dtxsn’t expect any prob
Susitn Nuemcistcr, a kindergarten lems over the holiday shopping season
teacher at Essex elementary schtxtl, said and KayBee isn’t doing anything differ
marketing toys differently wouldn’t ently to promote their toys.
impact her because her kids, 8-year-old
“Black Friday (the day after
Danielle and 7-ycar-old Stephanie, Thanksgiving) is our busiest day and we
aren’t really into violent toys.
expect to do a lot of business,” Class
Sophomore psychology major Ryan said. “Right now it’s slow, but 1 think
Schultz said he thinks the toy stores customers are just waiting for the sales
would only take toys off the shelves so to begin.”
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Is N B C ’s “’West W ing”
dinging th e press?
By Brian Lowry

in recent episodes to engage in
speechifying
— as is his habit —
LOS ANGELES TIMES
about the press’ shortcomings.
H OLLYW O OD —
Between
An amateur psychologist, how
anthrax-laced letters, Gary Condit ever, might see the inspiration as
and Chandra Levy, premature pres extending beyond the press’ wellidential election calls and ques documented excesses. Both Sorkin
tions regarding patriotism — or a and the show received plenty of
lack thereof — since the events of unwelcome headlines during the
Sept. 11, the news media have off-season, beginning with the
taken a bit of a beating image-wise writer’s arrest on a charge of drug
over the last year.
possession last spring. A public
Some of the latest broadsides, spat followed with the writing
however, have emanated from an staff, who complained about being
unexpected source — a television denied promised raises despite the
series that has basked in critical riches showered on the Emmy-win
adiilatiim and shed positive light ning program’s producers and stars,
on the press in the past.
four of whom publicly held out for
Moreover, said show has worn sizable salary increases despite
liberal viewpoints on its sleeve, at being under contract.
a time when most media-bashing
As is so often the case, critics
tends to originate on the right side who championed the program in
of the political aisle.
its infancy have also grown more
The series, of course, is N BC ’s critical as “West W ing” has blos
“The West W ing,” where the rela somed into a commercial success,
tionship between the fictional drawing a little more than 20 mil
Bartlet adm inistration and the lion viewers a week in its third sea
W hite House press corps has grown son to rank as the seventh-mostmore contentious and adversarial watched show in prime time.
this season, with series creator
In particular, Sorkin’s insistence
Aaron Sorkin using his characters

on quickly producing an episode
providing him self a forum to
address the roots of terrorism gen
erated some scathing reviews, with
The Washington Post’s Tom Shales
opining, “No network .series takes
itself more seriously than ‘T he
West W ing’ does, but even by its
own standards the episode came
across as pretentious and pietistic
hubris.”
One can legitimately argue the
change in tone within the show is
primarily a function of the current
plot line, as the Bartlet administra
tion finds it.self under siege for fail
ing to disclose that the president,
played by Martin Sheen, has multi
ple sclerosis.
’•
Yet whatever the reason, the
shift hasn’t gone unnoticed. As
one correspondent put it on
JedBartlet.com , a Web site devoted
to the series, “Why is the show tak
ing so many potshots at political
journalism as of late?”
This became most apparent dur
ing the Nov. 7 episode, when com
munications director Toby Ziegler

see WEST WING, page 7

Do You See Tiny Power Components...

Q

Opportunity?

Or A

If you're like us, you see both. Tyco Electronics is looking for qualified
graduates who have the brains to perform and the drive to change
today's technology. If you're ready to jumpstart your career, get to the
Bancroft Hotel and see how Tyco Electronics can change the world and your life. If you will be graduating with a BS, M S, or PhD in an
engineering discipline, come talk with us about exciting career
opportunities with a global leader.
□ATE:

November 27,2001

TIM E: 6:30 pm
Building 19, The Veranda Cafe
1: Casual

M&tang
D A IL Y ®
is looking for a few good
writers to join our
award-winning
newspaper!

Every
T ÌoO pin^

Raychem Circuit Protection, a division of Tyco Electronics, is the global leader In PPTC
resettable device technology used in key growth markets - including communications,
multimedia, portable electronics and computer industries. Learn more about Tyco
Electronics at www.circuitprotection.com.
" t i f C O j Electronics

CIRCUfT PROTECTION

Rayctiem Circuit Protection
308 Constitution Drive, M S R21/2A Menlo Park, CA 94025-1164
Tel(650) 361-2762

EVERYONE of ALL MAJORS is w elcom e!

Poly Profiles
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By Patty Green
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

any people think belly
dancing' has something to
do with stripping. And
they’re not entirely wrong. The
Middle Eastern dance moves are
sensuous and sexy and are used to

tell stories and express feelings ot
joy while physically conveying the
mood that the music implies.
“Belly dancing is very empower
ing and most people don’t realize
that — they are cither drawn to it or
scared," said Pamela Plant:, a dance
instructor at Emerald’s Dance in
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Atascadero, which otters belly danc
ing. “Women who belly dance
become stronger in personality, gain
control over their bodies, and can
even gain spiritual tultillment."
Plant: said she enjoys sharing her
experiences in dance with other
people. She said she believes that
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'‘Belly dancing is very
empowering and most peo'
pie don’t realize that —
they are either drawn to it
or intimidated by it.”
Pamela Plantz
dance instructor
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COURTESY PHOTO/MOROCCO RESTAURANT

the expression ot dance is the best
gift someone can give another per
son.
“To he successful with this style of
dancing, a person can he any size,”
she said, admitting that she was very
inexperienced when she began belly
dancing 12 years ago.
Plant: added that there are many
styles of belly dancing and that this
style of dance takes many of its
moves from other popular genres of
dance.
Specifically,
Flamenco,
Polynesian and Hawaiian dance
movements are used in belly danc
ing.
Though it is unknown where
belly dancing originated. Plant: said
hands of belly dancers have been
around tor a long time. These groups
of people would travel trom country
to country to share music and danc
ing, and interest in the dance form
simply started spreading.

COURTESY PHOTO/MOROCCO RESTAURANT

The SLO Beledi Troupe, above, is a local belly dancing group currently
dancing at two Moroccan restaurants in San Luis Obispo. Left, troupe
member Janet Phillips performs at Morocco Restaurant on Foothill
Boulevard, where she has danced for the last two and a half years.
Individual troupe members take turns performing at the Morocco and
at new restaurant. Oasis, on Higuera Street.
Belly dancing groups, including
the troupes in San Luis Obispti, per
form in elaborate, colorful costumes.
They wear decorative tops and skirts
with belts that accent the hips. The
tops and belts are beaded, fringed
with bells and decorated in bright
colors.
There is .something magical about
exotic music, theatrical make-up,
unusual lighting and a wonderful cos
tume all working together to make a
first impression, according to an arti
cle about belly dancing in ITmce
magazine.
In San Luis Obispo, belly dancing
groups perform at Farmers Market,
parades and at Middle Eastern restau
rants around town, including
Morocco Restaurant on Foothill
Boulevard and Oasis on Higuera
Street. On Friday and Saturday
nights there are between two to five
belly dancers at M o r iK C o Restaurant.

The dancers begin at 7 p.m. and
dance until about 9 p.m. At Oasis,
belly dancers perform on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights around a
similar time slot. The Oasis restau
rant is new to San Luis Obispo — it
just opened two weeks ago.
“Customers love (the dancing)
and it works really well," said Lisa
Benbraihim, owner of M o r t K C o .
Benbraihim said the dancers love
to perform, and that it gives them an
alternate outlet to express them
selves. The dancers goal is to get cus
tomers involved in the performance
to make for a fun experience.
Though the belly dancers perform for
free, they receive dinner and tip^
from the customers who watch while
eating.
“The troupes are well known in
the community,” Benbraihim said.
“The dancing is just so beautiful and
fun."

Gal Poly Television
J\Graduation Center
is now open for
■ Caps & gowns
■ Commencement tickets
■ Diploma frames
Monday - Friday
9:30am - 3:30pm
!l C
Bo
A N O N PRO m

o r r a l

o k s t o r e

ORGANIZATION SERVING CaL PoLY SINCE

1933

www.elcarralboakstare.cam

CPTV

YP Magazine
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
8: 30 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p.m. & 10:30 p.m.
Channel 10
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Letters to the editor
Supporting teams will help
foster winning environment
Editor,
Monday’s Rii:: column asked s^Mne Kix)d (.lucstions, including the tollowin”: Why can’t Cal Poly
teams witt consistently? Why devs it take ns m.)
lonti to tire coaches? Should we just dump our
intercollegiate athletics program and use the
numey tor stmiethin^ ehe? Why do our cluh teams
win championships, when our intercollegiate
teams can’t ?
1 certainly don’t claim to have the answers to
these cjuestions, hut 1 think it is an interestinfj;
topic and worthy of discussion. Here is a start.
Tlie hif> question is this: Why have intercolle
giate athletics in the first place? This is a complex
question. EveryKxly needs to come up with his or
her own answer. Relatively tew students actually
participate in athletics, and most of theiit are
recruited for that purpose, so you could armie that
the “real” students don’t participate at all. Ot
course after they j>et here athletes either become
“real” students or they don’t last long, hut this is
still one ot those chicken/egg arguments. TTiere is
am>ther group ot students who get involvtxl with
athletics thnnigh related activities such as march
ing hand, pep hand, cheerleading, etc., and still
others who get paid to work at games, etc. Some
students attend the games as spectators.
Attendance has not K'en exceptionally high, even
tor the so-called glamour sports, and will never lx;
great tor sports like track and cross country, hut
some students do like to go to games, matches, etc.
Other students may attend infrequently, it ever, hut
'till keep track ot how various teams are doing.
Liter m life they may follow some ot the teams and
take pride in their accomplishments and in their
.LSMK'iation with C?al Poly. Having been a student
.It Northeastern University many years ago 1 can
fell you that 1 still knik tor Nimheastem’s results
on the sports p.iges and enjoy their (infrequent)
'ucces.s».s. Recently one ot their hmner players
(Se.m Jones, who played tackle tor the i.’iiikland
Rai».lers) has K'anne a commentator, aiul 1 have
taken stime pride in the way he handles himself. 1
have K'en around (?al Poly long enough to h.ive
the siime feelings aKuit John Ma».klen, (.'Erie Smith
,ind other C?al Poly alumni who have distinguished
theiU'C'lves.
S ), why c.in’t we win, and thereby create more
occasions tor taking pride in our teams? Tins is also
a complex question, hut let’s start with the basics.
In athletic competition there are always (at least)
two te.ims invidved. Both want to win .mJ have
devoted energy and resixirces to that end. It is
unreasonable to expect to win all the time, but a
k>t t)t this depends on the schedule. By moving to
["hvision 1, Cal Poly has undertaken a tixigher
schedule than in the past. This imwe can K , and
has K rn , debiited. Kit the thinking was that stu».lents wiHild rather see us compete agaiast scKxik
that are close to ixir size or larger, which also have
gixxl name ax;ognition. The athletic dep-artment
has Kx-n working on raising the level of txir a>m-

Corrections
In the Nov. 20 letter "No, the Germans are
not trying to take over U5. policy,' it should
not have implied that the German student is
Clayton Whitt.The letter was actually refer
ring to two different people.
The name of the author of the Nov. 26
letter "Speaker offered unhelpful, offensive
information" was cut off. It should have read:
Joshua Erquiaga is a biochemistry sopho
more.

ix’titivc capabilities tor a luimKr ot years with
varying ilegrees ot succe.ss. A major factor is money.
Even though C?al Poly has put a lot ot money into
athletics, we had, and still have in some regards, a
long way to go. C?om[X‘titive success depends great
ly on recruiting. Recniiting depends greatly on
availability ot scholarships, previous success, tan
support and facilities. We have increasei.1 scholar
ship availability and upgraded facilities. We still
could use more scholarship money. Our facilities,
while adequate, are certainly nor impressive
(except tor the new baseball and softball complex).
Fan support, like recniiting, is at least to some
extent a pnxluct ot competitive success. It is
another chickeit/egg situation. A major problem
for the fixitball program has K en lack of a confer
ence affiliation. While the Big West affiliation has
K en excellent for many sports (e.g. baseball and
basketball), it dix;s not provide a conference tor
fixitball. Tlte lack of a conference complicates
scheduling and probably hurts recruiting as well.
This is not an unconquerable obstacle, but it is an
obstacle.
So why do we make bad decisions when we hire
coaches, and why don’t we dump the losers faster?
Since 1 have three soas who are invtilved with
coaching, this questiim is one that hits home for
me. The first answer is that it is very hard to know
in advance whether a coach who has had success
in one environment (e.g. high schixtl) will K able
to carry it over at a higher level. It other factors are
somewhat equal, there can K tremendous pressure
to “give a kx;al guy a chance.” Once a coach is
hired, my feeling is that he or she should K given
every opportunity to succeed, even to tail, learn
from the experience, and grow into success. 1
might feel differently it our coaches were given
every possible resource to work with, but the tact is
that most ot them start out at a disadvantage rela
tive to the top teams in their conference (or divi
sion, in the case ot tixithall, which has no confer
ence). I also think that we need to K reasonable in
terms ot what we consiiler success. If a coach nins
a giKxl quality program, is respected by his col
leagues, players and others, plays by the niles, grad
uates his players, commands respect in the com
munity, etc., it is much easier ti> tolerate a lack of
championship caliKr play on the field or court. In
liHikmg at coaches it is important to remeniKr
that they are people, often people with families to
support (and who also read the newspapers, hear
remarks made in schixil, etc.), tff course coaching
is a high profile job. Every coach understands that
there will K criticism: st>me ot it completely unjus
tified, but it still hurts. Qiaches even understand
that they may K tired, stimetimes for not pnxlucing, other times because the administration wants
a “change K direction." Still, 1 am inclintxl to
applaud, rather than criticize, an administration
that Is reluctant to fire axKhes until or unless there
has been sufficient opportunity to determine con
clusively tKu the coach is rntt moving the program
in a positive directum (which involves more than
just the win and loss record). C>i balance I think
we are fortunate that we have (and have had)
many excellent coaches.
While 1 love to sec txir cluh teams do well and
have some appreciation for the amount of effort
involved, it is important to realize that there is a
big difference Ktween club sports and Division 1
intercollegiate athletics. Club teams generally
compete agaiast teams that do not rccniit, do not
have professional coaches, and have nowhere near
the resources a Division 1progr.im must have. Club
sports are great, but they are just completely differ
ent from intercollegiate athletics.
It is pn>bably imptirtant for C^al Pi>ly fans to real
ize that competitive .success in any intercollegiate
sport, and especially in the “glamour” sports, will
likely K difficult to achieve in our environment. If

and when success dix's come, it will usually K the
result of a lengthy building priKe.ss along with
mayK a little luck. Tlte current administration has
struggled continuously to obtain re.sources to fund
scholarships and imprcive facilities.
It is interesting that in the same Issue ot the
Mustang Daily as the Buz: column there was
another commentary about how it is impossiNe tor
Army and Navy to win (they didn’t mention Air
Force). Whatever other problems the service
schixils may have, they certainly don’t lack tor
facilities, .scholarships or tan support. OK, they play
at a higher level (in some .sports), but still.
So what is my suggestion? Support the
Mustangs, their coaches and the athletic director.
Get out to games if you have the interest, and
make some noi.se. It you get really tired up, you
could even learn the words to our fight song (Na
na na Mustangs). No matter who you ¿ire, you are
part of the overall environment that helps deter
mine what kind ot teams we will have. In the
future you will probably identity with Cal Poly ath
letics no matter how indirectly you have K en
invi>lved.

cix)ls while people go in and eat their fixxl. Sure,
your car cixils down when not King driven, but
dix's it actually cixil down that rapidly? Exhaust gas
temperatures in a car range in the l(X)s, and people
need to drive to even get to the restaurant. It you
can’t get in and out ot a McDmald’s with a to-go
order Ktore a hot catalytic converter cixtls down,
then mayK Mr. (Charles should work on the “fast”
part of his tixxl. It I’m wrong aKiut how long it
takes a catalytic converter to cixil down, then tine.
I’m wrong. However, I would K much more will
ing to listen to a mechanic on .such matters instead
of a McDonald’s owner. Let’s not even go into the
traffic problems drive-thrus would cause tor this
city. That’s another letter altogether.
Sean Callahan is an industrial technology senior.

Som e 'protestors' supported
troops and students'rights
Editor,

1 am writing in response to Steve Hinkle’s “‘ProAmerica’ rally was not disrespectful,” on Nov. 19.
First of all, the nilly was to support our trixips and
Bob Dignan is director of fiscal services.
was not advertised as a “Pro-America” rally.
Second of all, it .seems blatantly obvious that
W hat T h o u shalt not kill'
Hinkle did not speak to any of the “protesters.” I
was at this event to show my support for the tnxips
really means
as well as my support tor all Cal Poly students’ right
Editor,
to feel respected on campus. The flyers jxisted by
This letter is in respon.se to Brandon the Qillege Republicans were offensive. They
McHargeu’s intelligent arid logical question were attacking a culture, not just C>>anta bin
(“What dex's ‘Thou shalt not kill’ really mean,” Liden. The designers should have spent more time
Nov. 26) of how Muslims, Christians and Jews, considering the mes.sage they wished to convey. I
with a common K lief in the Ten (Commandments, fail to see why Hinkle sarcastically says, “mayK
can advtx:are killing even it it seems justifiable the women were protesting their right to go to col
(like selt-deten.se). 1 personally struggled with this lege.” G il Poly kicked women out once, but we
question tor a long time especially, considering wouldn’t let that happen again. Should all the
that in the remainder ot the Kxik of Exixlus (the women just K Jtappy that we get to go to college
Kx)k where the Ten (Commandments are found), .md not express our opinions on other subjects? 1
ChxI commands the nation of Israel to completely appreciate that 1 have the right to pe-acefully
annihilate nations inhabiting the Promised Lind - avsemble, vote, speak my mind and do other sig
the same ( kxI who commanded “Thou shalt not nificant things. 1 am grateful that I live in this
kill.” I came to a conclusion, and upon investiga country with its many freedoms. Hinkle’s conclu
tion, realized its tnith: that this specific command sion that “they are simply anti-American” is
ment would K Ktter translated as (and is rranslat- ridiculous. It you are going to take the time to write
exJ like this in sisme versions of the Bible) "Thou an opinion, at least attempt to K knowledgeable
shalt not commit murder.” 1 know it may nor st*em aKxit what you’re .siiying. I do not know who was
like a big difference, but consider this: sisme peisple in the building with the blaring music, but I agree
were using “Tlsou shalt not kill” to say Klievers in that it w’as extremely disrespecthil. Hinkle chose to
the Ten (Commandments should not kill plants or assume that the “protesters” and the person who
animals, arguing that all living things can K blared the music were affiliated. As tar as I know,
“killed." But then what would yisu eat? AKs, this the music was not due to tiny of as with the signs.
helps make sense of why Gtsd would cismmand a
nation to kill people under certain acceptable con- W endy Martin is an environmental engineering
ditUsns and forbid it under isthers.
senior.
Sis, 1 hope this helps clear up yisur questksn.
Kevin McCullough is a computer science junior.

Letter policy

Hand me that w rench... I mean
B k M ac

Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit
letters for grammar, profanities and length.
Please limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include the writer's full
name, major and class standing.

Editor,
Sismeisne please tell me when the Qsllege of
Business Kgan teaching basic auto mechanics.
The Nov. 26 article “Drive-thrus in SLC>. conve
nience isr pollutionr quoted liscal McDsnald’s
owner Mike Charles. He spiske aKsut the impact of
not having drive-thrus on his business. Then he
cros.sed the line talking aKxit catalytic converters
and their warm up and cixil down times. I value
this gentleman’s opinion regarding lixal busine.ss
and entrepreneurial matters - he does own two
McIAmald’s. But when he jumped into the realm
of auto mechanics, I doubt his credentials.
In the article, he is quoted as saying a catalytic
converter takes 15 minutes to warm up, and that it
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UC experts tapped for projects involving post-Sept. 11 issues
By Marjorie Hernandez

to track an object’s movement and
provide a 3-D image as it moves in
real time. Called “dynamic vision,”
researchers employ computers with
sensory information without prior
knowledge of its environment.
With this information, computers
interpret the physical shape, motion
and material of any given object and
interact with its surrounding, said
Stefano Soatto, a computer science
assistant professor and head of
UCLA’s Vision Lab. W ith this capa
bility, unmanned cars and military
vehicles can be placed in unknown
environments such as cave entrances
in places like Afghanistan to locate
possible hazards.
Biosecurity has also become a
major player in research due to the
recent
anthrax
scares.
The
Department of Environment Office
Safety visited at least five UCLA labs
conducting research with highly bio
hazardous agents to ensure they are
compliant with the Centers for
Disease Control requirements, Peccei
said.
UCLA clinical labs are testing
human exposure to anthrax, while
the UCLA Biosafety Committee pre
pares for emergencies concerning any
infectious diseases.
Faculty members and researchers
are also providing workshops and lec

ture series on topics such as interna
tional affairs and protesting military
mohilization.
The issue of terrorism, homeland
security and the role of diplomacy
have opened new frontiers for debate.
Sept. 11 has greatly impacted the
type of research faculty members are
undertaking in international rela
tions, said School of Public Policy
and Social Research assistant profes
sor Amy Zegart.
“The world is a different place
today than it was before Sept. 11,”
Zegart said. “The challenges to politi
cians and to citizens are different
from what they were. Given the
tremendous uncertainty and danger
of the current world situation we
would be irresponsible if we didn’t
take a closer look at all aspects of for
eign px)licy.”
In addition to campus research, the
Lawrence
Livermore,
Lawrence
Berkeley and Los Alimos national
labs are conducting studies in
weapons of mass destruction and bio
logical weapons. According to U COP
Vice Provost for Research Lawrence
Coleman, the Livermore and Los
Alimos labs are working on technolo
gies such as DNA fingerprinting to
identify strains of biological bugs.
Though these labs have conducted
such research for years, the outbreak

of anthrax and the possibility of other continue terrorist-related studies.
bioterrorist attacks have placed
The Under Secretary of l^efense
importance
on
these
studies, for Acquisition, Technology and
Coleman said.
Logistics, along with the Combating
“There is a lot of research that has Terrorism Technology Support Office
been going on for a long rime on Technical Support Working Group,
things that are directly applicable,” announced in October a competitive
Coleman said. “In general, the facul selection process for research propos
ty’s research is at the forefront of als.
these interesting topics.”
Areas of research interest for the
Civil engineering departments and proposals, due Dec. 23, include the
labs in U C Berkeley and UC San detection and mapping of under
Diego are also conducting research to ground facilities, remote censors.

improve building and bridge infra
structures that will prevent future
massive damages, such as those that
occurred with the World Trade
Center.
Additionally, U C researchers are
studying agricultural bioterrorism,
different forms of surveillance and
cyberterrorism.
Research among the U C campuses
and in labs nationwide are receiving
support from government agencies to

locating and identifying faces in
video images, terrorist behavior-pre
dicting technology and the detection
and countermeasure of released
chemical and biological agents.
“Everybody is doing their bit to
help and share the knowledge that
they have on stime particular subject
matter,” Peccei said. “That is basical
ly one of the things universities are:
repositories of knowledge. That is
where our role is most clear.”

time to be good at what I do.”
T he week before, meanwhile.
W hite House Press Secretary C .j.
continued from page 4
Gregg (Allison janney) humiliated
(Richard Schiff) rounded up his a T V reporter depicted as caring
staff after a damaging comment he more about fashions than facts. And
made was leaked to a reporter. “By in the prior episode, Cregg deftly
and large, the press doesn’t care manipulated the press corps to serve
who really knows what as long as administration objectives, dropping
they’ve got a quote,” he told them, bread crumbs that reporters happily
adding that by cozying up to followed.
Compare these moments with
reporters, “the press becomes your
constituents, and you sell out the previous seasons, when reporter
Danny C oncannon, played by
team.”
Timothy
Bu.sfield, was presented as
In the same episode, a principled
reporter explains why he has little being every bit as principled and
interest in the W hite House beat by dedicated as those he covers, stead
saying, “1 don’t like being a stenog fastly doing his job despite harbor
rapher.” He then proceeded to ing a humanizing romantic interest
Cregg.
Though
the
ridicule a colum nist who com  toward
plained about the scandals she’d C oncannon character has been
covered over the past decade, “as if absent this season, a spokeswoman
the news was to blame for the qual said he could return in the future.
If all this sounds like much ado
ity of journalism. I don’t know if
there’s ever been a more important about nothing, it bears notice for

several reasons. W hile many have
discussed “T he West Wing’s” status
as a weekly civics lesson on govern
ment, the program has also done
more than any previous series to
illustrate the relationship between
politics and the press. Bartlet aides,
in fact, are chronically preoccupied
with how stories will be perceived
in the media and controlling the
news cycle.
Moreover, few T V series devoted
to the press have come close to
exploring such issues with the depth
or complexity witnessed on “The
West W ing.” Indeed, since “Lou
G rant” premiered in 1977 (a year
after “All the President’s M en”),
most programs set in newsnxims,
print or broadcast — from “W lO U ”
and “Capital News” in 1990 to last
summer’s “The Beast” and a nevertelevised T N T series “Breaking
News” — were either stxjn canceled
or wallowed in melodrama to spice

up what executives no doubt
deemed the less-than-riveting art of
journalism.
A recovering cocaine addict,
Sorkin has been apologetic since his
arrest, saying he had done some
thing “stupid” and regretted any
embarrassment he might have
caused. He also went out of his way
to acknowledge the current writing
staff when accepting “The West
W ing’s” second Emmy as outstand
ing drama series a few weeks ago, a
seeming reaction to accusations he
was unwilling to share credit for the
show.
Still, several articles published
this summer nevertheless painted a
less-than-flattering portrait of the
40-year-old writer as an enormous
talent victimized, to a certain
extent, by his own ego and excesses.
And at the Emmys, when “The
Sopranos” James Gandolfini was
announced as best actor in a drama

—

DAILY BRUIN

(U -W IR E) LOS AN GELES —
From biological hazards and national
security to race relations, the
University of California Office of the
President has called upon U C
researchers to provide expertise con
cerning post-Sept. 11 issues
Most researchers have conducted
studies for years, but the aftermath of
the terrorist attacks have brought an
increasing awareness of possible
applications for their findings.
“There’s certainly been much more
of a redirection of people’s overall
thinking in which ways research can
be helpful,” said Vice Chancellor of
Research Roberto Peccei. “There are
people who are definitely going to
spend more time thinking about
these issues.”
In response to the attacks, UCOP
required all campuses to compile a
list, detailing faculty members’ special
interest and area of expertise pertain
ing to terrorism, which it then
released to Gov. Gray Davis’ office.
Researchers are already looking at
possible uses of their new develop
ments and technologies other than
what was first intended.
The UCLA Vision Lab research
team introduced in July of 2000 the
first computer system with the ability

WEST WING

“Everybody is doing their bit to help and share the
knowledge that they have on some particular subject
matter. ”
Roberto Peccei
vice chancellor of research at UCLA

an honor most pundits felt

Sheen would claim after his showy
Latin-spouting monologue to God
during the second-season finale —
reporters watching on

monitors

across from the Shubert Theatre
erupted in ch#.‘ers.
So is there a critical backlash
against “The West W ing,” and has
Sorkin — consciously or not —
used the show, as he so often does,
to articulate his respon.se?
Attempts to reach Sorkin to dis
cuss the matter were nixed by his
representatives at the publicity firm
PMK/HBH, who first asked that an
interview request be faxed over in
writing before saying Sorkin was
busy working and had no time for
interviews.
Fair enough, but it makes you
wonder how C .J. — or maybe even
Sigmund Freud — would try spin
ning that.
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News

Audiences and studios
want familiarity, not
creativity

Mustang Daily
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By Patrick Goldstein

alone recently paid $150 million tor
the exclusive jjlohal rif>;hts to promote
LOS ANGELES TIMES
the tilm and its sequels. Every arm ot
l lOLLYWCX^l’»— In a comic out- the corporation is cross'promotin}» the
take at the end ot “Rush Hour 2,” tilm, trom AOL to Moviefone ti)
Cdiris Tucker and Jackie Chan toss a Music.
hail guy iHit ot a hotel window. Tucker
When the studio tjave its Time
then jokes: “Cjuess he won’t he around matia:ine sister company an exclusive
tor “Rush Hour V!’’
lixik at the tinished tilm earlier this
In the 1930s, Hollywixid’s best month, the studio pointedly didn’t let
movies were musicals and screwball Time’s critics see the movie — the pre
comedies. In the 1970s, tilms were kill view story was written hy one ot the
of loners, losers and bnxiding anti- magazine’s entertainment reporters,
hercK's. Rut the movies that exemplif\’ whose praise tor the tilm was used as a
the spirit ot our rime are parr ot a genre critic’s hlurh in the studio’s openingthat has more to do with corporate weekend print ads. As studio chair
protits than content: the Franchise man Alan Horn put it recently: “We
Film. And in an age when much of want to maximize this franchise in
pop culture is based
every way."
on Kirrowed reterIn
today’s
ences, whether it’s
“We want to maximize this Hcdiyw^xid, maxiadvertisers using
mizing
means
dead celebrities to franchise in every w ay.”
playing it safe.
sell beer or hip-hop
The studio had its
Alan Horn choice of virtually
music creating hits
out ot melodies lift
studio chairman any director for
ed trom old pop
“Potter,”
from
SLings, it’s no sur
Steven Spielberg
prise that success in modern-day to Jonathan Demme to Terry Gilliam.
HollywtxxJ is incieasingly dependent But rather than hire a distinctive film
on cultivating the tamiliar.
maker who would put his own stamp
The Franchise Film is not .so much on the material, the studio opted for
a movie as a selt-perix‘tuating com- Chris Columbus, a onetime Spielberg
nuxlity, a carefully constructed cash protege who wrote ingenious kids’
cow designed to appeal to the widest films like “Gremlins” and “The
possible spectrum ot moviegiK-rs, fuel Gixmies” before directing a string of
ing merchandising tie-ins, DVD sales, increasingly lackluster, sentimental
rheme park attractions and video movies, including “Mrs. lYiubtfire,”
game spinoffs, all geared to keeping
“Stepmom” and “Bicentennial Man.”
consumers iKCupied until the next
Qilumbus delivered just what the
movie starts the cycle again.
studio wanted — a $ 125-million
Since the earliest days ot the busi
movie with absolutely no surprises.
ness, studio moguls have tried ever>’
Qilumbus approaches the kxxik more
way imaginable to make tilm financing
like a stenographer than a filmmaker.
less of a longshot gamble, trom buying
He’s alnuTsr completely anonymous.
K'stsellets to hiring magnetic movie
It’s easier to identify John William.s’
stars.
Kimbastic score than anything attrib
They finally hit pay dirt with the
utable to C'olumbus’ directorial perFranchise Film, a brand-n.ime pnxiuct
stinality. If all you want to do is make
that can K* repackaged over and over
money, not gixxl movies, it’s a shrewd
like basketball sneakers or soft drinks.
move.
“Franchises create tent poles,
Audiences uxlay crave familiarity
movies that have a built-in aw’areness
— they don’t want filmmakers to stray
and interest from a pretty big potential
tix) far from the scxirce material. Give
audience,” says IXeamWorks pnxjucthem a new “Jurassic Park” with big
tion chief Mike l>e Luca, who helped
ger, scarier dinosaurs, and most fans
oversee a string of successful franchises
will go away happy. It’s not just an
while head of pnxJuction at New Line,
American phenomenon. In France,
including “Rush Hour,” “Austin
franchise films are the rage, with seven
Powers" and “Friday.” “Franchises give
series in active development, includ
you stsmething to count on in a busi
ing a sequel to the Claude Zidi hit
ness where ymi often can’t count on
“Asterix and Ohelix vs. Caesar” and
anything."
‘Taxi 3,” a follow-up to “Taxi 2," the
This year alone saw the relea.se of
country’s biggest hit in 2000.
six franchise sequels: “The Mummy
In many ways, franchise films are
Returns," “Dr. IX little 2,” “Scary
the direct outgrowth of an audience
Movie 2,” “Jurassic Park
3,”
“American Pie 2” and “Rush Hour 2.” sensibility shaped hy what you might
Five of the six films tixik in more than call opening-weekend hypnosis. Being
$100 million (the exception was a No. 1 hit is now a marketing tool in
“Scary Movie 2”), while three of the itself.
Many moviegoers judge a film by its
six sequels brought in more money
hang
at the box office, not hy its critithan the original. Nearly half of the
top 50 griìssing films of thè past decade
reception. If you re a studio executive,
the logic is ine.scapable: Making a
are part of a franchise .series or have
movie
based on a hit attracts a built-in
sequels in the works. You can scxrn add
one more film to that list: “Harry audience.
“It used to be just the hard-core
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,”
which t(X)k in a record-breaking $90.3 Trekkies who wouldn’t let filmmakers
million in its opening weekend and change a thing,” says New York maga
should end up as the year’s top-gross zine film critic Peter Rainer. “But with
ing film before the end of the holiiiay the.se franchi.se movies everyone has
become a Trekkie. No one wants the
sea.son.
“Potter" is the ultimate mtxlem-day filmmakers to take any creative
franchise — call it Potter Ltd. It’s license."
When Tim Burton made the sequel
based on the hugely successful series of
hcxiks hy J.K. Rowling. The rights to “Batman Returns” text weird and
the btxiks were acquired in 1997 by obsessive, alienating the series’ core
Warner Bros, for $500,000. The studio fans, Warner tixik the director off the
spent more than $125 million making series, replacing him with a director,
the first movie, but that’s a pittance J(x;l Schumacher, who made the films
when you consider that Cxxa-Cola more homogenized.
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Because of Cal
Poly's online
applications,
students apply
ing to the uni
versity don't
have to worry
about missing
deadlines due to
their applica
tions getting
delayed in the
mail. Some col
leges have
delayed dead
lines to accom
modate slower
mail service due
to recent
anthrax threats.
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with the stuff that’s happening.”
Even as events continue to unfold
nationwide. Cal Poly is still seeing
continued from page 1
an increasing number of applicants,
he said. According to a report from
This fall marks the first time the
the Cal Poly Chancellor’s CXfice,
university has made it mandatory for
there has been a 28 percent increase
applicants to submit applications in applications.
online, he said.
On the East Coast, students have
“This is our answer to handling been taking added precautions to
more than 20,000 applications,” assure that their applications get to
Harris said. “It has nothing to do their destinatums, with many college

APPLICATIONS

counselors hand-delivering packages
or sending them overnight through
private companies, according to a
CNN report.
Many universities, such as Rutgers
University in New Jersey, are asking
high schtxil guidance counselors to
fax transcripts to their respective
campuses. And, while not required,
the schiHil is also strongly encourag
ing online applications, said a uni
versity spokesman in a CNN report.

Three students win scholarships
The winners of Fall Quarter’s
Campus Express Club scholarship
drawing are in!
Joanna, a Psychology major,
w on th e g r a n d p r i z e of
reimbursement for Fall quarter
in-state tuition. Laura, a Speech
C om m unication Senior, won
reimbursement for Fall quarter
textbooks ($200) credited to her
Campus
Express
Club
m em b ersh ip an d Greg, an
Electrical Engineering freshman,
won $ 5 0 credited to his Campus
Express Club.
What did they have to do to
win these scholarships? Just open
or add value to their Campus
Express Club during October.
Cam pus Express Club is the
campus value program, accessed
through the PolyCard (campus
ID) and is open to all Cal Poly
students, faculty and staff. Join,
add value or check your balance
at www.cpfoundation.org/express/.
After adding value to a Campus
Express Club membership, the
PolyCard is used to purchase food
and school supplies at restaurants
on campus, the Campus Market,
El Corral Bookstore and most
vending machines. Open Access
c o m p u te r labs also a c c e p t
Campus Express Club as payment
for PolyCard printing.
Joanna saw the table tents and
signs in the Avenue and knew
there was a drawing going on.

but never expected to be the
winner. Like most of us, she
^‘never wins anything. ” She
added value to her Campus
Express Club because she uses it
everywhere on campus. Laura
says Campus Express Club is
convenient because she doesn’t
have to carry much cash and can
use it all over campus. Greg
agrees that it’s nice not to have
to carry cash and likes the fact
that Campus Express Club carries
over from year to year.
Everyone’s a winner with
Campus Express Club’s “members
only HOT DEALS.” For instance,
at Vista Grande Restaurant, get
two entrees for the price of one
when you use your Campus
Express Club from 4:00 p.m. until
closing. You can also use your
Campus
Express
Club
membership to receive a free 20
ounce soda with a purchase of a
Calzone or 9 ” pizza at BackStage
Pizza, or use it to get a free second
power powder with a blended
drink purchase at Lucy’s Juice.
For a complete list of membersonly savings for this month, look
on the Express Stations, which
a re l ar ge gr e y s t a n d s at
restaurants on campus where you
can add value to y o u r
membership, or click on “HOT
D E A L S ” at t he web site
www.cpfoundation.org/express/.
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